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评论 CPMI-IOSCO 的咨询报告关于 OTC 衍生品数据元素（除了 UTI 和 UPI）的协调化

A. 介绍和总结关键观察和担忧

德国银行业委员会 (GBIC) 很高兴有机会对 CPMI-IOSCO 的咨询报告《关于 OTC 衍生品数据元素（除了 UTI 和 UPI）的协调化 - 第一批》发表评论。我们赞赏 CPMI-IOSCO 的工作，但我们有一些观察和担忧，我们将在以下部分概述。

B. 对咨询问题的回应

Q1 关于数据元素组“日期” (数据元素 1.01, 2.01) 和“时间戳” (数据元素 8.03 在列表 1 和数据元素 2.02 在列表 2)

(a) 提议的协调化替代方案的优点和缺点是否在报告中适当定义？如果没有，哪些方面需要修订以及如何修订？

我们认为，合作伙伴有权决定他们设置的义务生效日期。合作伙伴不能根据特定的报告要求强制规定衍生工具合同的详细信息。

一般而言，对于每种类型的时间戳，YYYY-MM-DD 格式是首选。补充数据元素以包含时间标识会创建显著的运营问题，因为记录时间非常依赖于合作伙伴所涉及的技术程序（例如手动 vs 全自动），这可能会导致报告与交易报告的信息失配。

(b) 提议的默认值是否足够明确？TR 数据的用户是否能够区分时间戳的默认值和报告的时间戳？如果不可能，你有什么建议？

无评论。

(c) 哪些提议的协调化替代方案应该支持以及为什么？在什么情况下替代方案难以实施？

我们强烈支持替代方案 1，因为 OTC 衍生品交易的各方并不总是同意在合同义务生效时的某一特定时间。

Q2 关于数据元素“已结算”的允许值的提议

(a) 提议的协调化替代方案的优点和缺点是否在报告中适当定义？如果没有，哪些方面需要修订以及如何修订？

我们不确定在所有情况下，合作伙伴的系统是否能够提供与替代方案 1 相关的信息。
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(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternatives should be supported and why? Under which circumstances would the alternative(s) be difficult to implement?

We favour Alternative 2 as it provides for unambiguous field population.

(c) Are the proposed alternatives sufficient to accommodate the potential need to distinguish between direct and indirect clearing?

Both alternatives fail to distinguish transactions between a clearing member and a client from those between a client and sub-client.

Q3 With reference to the definition of “ID of the primary obligor 1” (data element 5.01) and “ID of the primary obligor 2” (data element 5.02):

(a) Would the guidance be sufficiently clear in the case of original and cleared trades, taking different clearing models into consideration?

No comment.

(b) Would the guidance be sufficiently clear in the case of trusts or collective investment vehicles?

No comment.

Q4 With reference to the definition for “Notional amount”:

(a) Should guidance be complemented by a definition of “leg 1” and “leg 2” or are market conventions already clear? In the former case, which definition would you suggest? If relevant, please provide an asset-class specific answer.

Leg1 and Leg2 are not well defined. Regarding Interest Rate Derivatives, for example, the following tie-breakers are suggested:

1) fix → Leg 1, float → Leg 2
2) Smaller size of payment frequency → Leg 1, larger interval of payment frequency → Leg 2

Further guidance would be appreciated in the fields of equity derivatives since market practices vary significantly.

(b) As regards FX derivatives, the solution proposes only two notional amounts based on the assumption that for FX swaps the spot and the forward leg are represented as two separate transactions with separate UTIs linked via a linkage data element. Should the Harmonisation Group take into consideration an additional alternative? If yes, which one and why? For example, should the Group require a total of four FX notional amount data elements namely two notional amount data elements to represent the two currencies associated with each leg of the swap?
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The assumption that each leg of a transaction should be assigned its own UTI can only be upheld if also the provision of law which establishes the reporting obligation regards a transaction’s leg as a distinct reportable transaction.

(c) Should the Harmonisation Group in the future decide to provide harmonisation guidance also for the notional amount of commodity derivatives, which aspects should it take into account? How should this potential harmonisation proposal be defined for different commodity derivatives?

No comment.

Q5 With reference to alternative 1, which harmonises both the actual “Notional amount” (Data elements 6.01 and 6.02) and the “Original notional amount” (Data element 6.04), versus alternative 2, which harmonises only the actual “Notional amount” (Data elements 6.01 and 6.02):

(a) Are the advantages and disadvantages of proposed harmonisation alternatives included in the report appropriately defined? If not, which aspects should be revised and how?

No comment.

(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternative should be supported and why? Under which circumstances would the alternative(s) be difficult to implement?

A mapping of “Actual Notional Amount” and “Original Notional Amount” would be welcome since regulations are of often ambiguous on “Notional amount” and “Current notional amount”. We would therefore opt for Alternative 1.

Q6 With reference to alternatives proposed in the allowable values for the data elements “Notional currency” (alternative 1 and 2):

(a) Are advantages and disadvantages of proposed harmonisation alternatives included in the report appropriately defined? If not, which aspects should be revised and how?

No comment.

(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternative should be supported and why? Under which circumstances would the alternative(s) be difficult to implement?

Alternative 2 is favoured because there is a market need for derivatives in RMB/CNH which should not be ignored by regulators.
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Q7 With reference to the data element “Valuation amount”:

(a) Are the two proposed alternatives agreeable? Please specify for which types of derivatives which of the alternatives should apply.

Yes, both interpretations of valuation are admissible.

(b) Should the following factors, upfront payment and daily settlement of the derivatives transaction, be reflected in the valuation amount? If yes, please specify how.

Upfront payments need to be well-defined and well-separated from collateral payments. All preliminary payments that are agreed upon to be partial settlements, like variation margin payments in ETDs should be reflected in the valuation amount. Additional information in contrast should not be reflected in the valuation amount.

Q8 With reference to alternatives proposed for included in the group “Valuation” (data elements 8.04 and 8.05):

(a) Are the advantages and disadvantages of proposed harmonisation alternatives included in the report appropriately defined? If not, which aspects should be revised and how?

We remain uncertain about what is meant by "date and time of last valuation" and wonder which timestamp should be reported:

- The moment when the valuation calculation is finished?
- The last timestamp of a market value used in the calculation?
- The moment in time when the valuation value was extracted from the database?

Not all valuations can be calculated on the spot, many rely on market values for underlying assets which may not have a daily valuation available. More guidance is needed for specifying which timestamp to report here. The proposal, unfortunately, does not resolve this issue.

(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternatives should be supported and why? Under which circumstances would the alternative(s) be difficult to implement?

For the valuation source, we support Alternative 2. Nevertheless, in case of ETDs, the CCP valuation will constantly be used for variation margin payments and settlement purposes.

Promoting the Early Termination as a timestamp (Section 3.2.1 of the Report) is not helpful in terms of reconciling reports. This is because counterparties will usually not agree on a specific point in time but only a date per which the trade is to be terminated. Therefore, guidance will be needed for a default value when no specific point in time is available or when the termination point in time is entered later into the system.
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**Q9 With reference to alternatives proposed for the data element “Direction”:**

(a) Are the advantages and disadvantages of proposed harmonisation alternatives included in the report appropriately defined? If not, which aspects should be revised and how?

No comment.

(b) Which of the proposed harmonisation alternative should be supported and why? Under which circumstances would the alternative(s) be difficult to implement?

We would support Alternative 2 as it relies on more unequivocal criteria.

(c) Are the proposals sufficiently robust for transactions with multiple legs? With reference to Alternative 1, can the counterparty side (buyer/seller) clearly identify the parties paying each relevant payment stream? With reference to Alternative 2, is the payer of payment streams an applicable concept for all payment streams? Responses illustrated with worked examples where applicable would be appreciated.

Defining the "Buyer" and "Seller" is vital in the light of experiences gathered with EMIR. The first alternative, however, is weak because its arguments derive from product types which are not necessarily well specified (e.g. "basis swaps") whereas it should reflect the event (e.g. "float-to-float" payment) to define a payment’s direction.

The second alternative has a weakness insofar as it relies on the LEI for the payers. Not every counterparty has a LEI and not every counterparty is allowed by law to obtain a LEI.